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MB SUMMIT OF MINDS



The MB Summits of Minds, powered by the Monthly
Barometer for its community members, combine
high-level, cutting edge content with inspiring
contributors sourced from the worlds of politics,
business, investment, academia, and civil society. 

Held over a number of days in outstanding
locations, the Summits combine high-level
thinking, access to an exceptional network and
mind-stretching conversations in an informal
atmosphere defined by mutual trust and
serendipitous encounters. This exceptional alchemy
is further enhanced by “walkshops” out in nature
peppered with micro-sessions and memorable
shared experiences outdoors and in.

GREAT PEOPLE
GREAT CONTENT
GREAT OUTDOORS 
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FRANCE
Chamonix Mont-Blanc

(our flagship Summits 'at
home’ with the support of

La Region)

ARMENIA
Yerevan & Dilijan

(co-hosted with the former
President of Armenia)

CANADA
Banff 

(co-hosted with the Family
Enterprise Foundation)

USA
Washington D.C. 

(co-hosted with Gallup)

OUR CURRENT SUMMITS
The MB Summits of Minds are held in outstanding locations around the world. A full summit
season welcomes more than a thousand global participants.

AND MORE TO COME IN 2023 AND BEYOND: SINGAPORE, QATAR, INDIA
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A NEW IDEA, A NEW FRIEND, A NEW PROJECT

The ambitious promise we make to our
participants (all prominent business leaders,
entrepreneurs, investors, policy makers, and
thinkers) is that they will leave the Summit
enriched by new connections, inspired by
actionable insights and armed with tangible
outcomes.
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 Key macro issues (economics, environment, geopolitics, society
and tech) and how they are likely to evolve and interact and the
impact this has on decision making. 
 Themes at the intersection of natural capital and the great
outdoors, and their fundamental contribution to our  planetary,
societal and individual wellbeing.

The MB Summits of Minds' dynamic is derived from carefully-crafted
programmes, articulated around two major threads:

Everyone lends their voice and minds.

The Summit programmes feature prominent thinkers and
practitioners ideally placed to tease out innovative ideas and
actionable insights. While named speakers frame the conversation, all
participants are potential speakers.

AN ANTIDOTE TO SILO-THINKING 
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MB Summits of Minds have always had a strong focus 
on the appeal and relevance of nature. 
Amongst our guests there is systematically an important
showing of entrepreneurs, experts, investors, activists and
policy-makers focusing on natural capital. 

Nature makes an indispensable input to economic activity,
and by overlooking its fundamental role we under-estimate
the risks posed by environmental damage to both economic
growth and human welfare. 

The good4nature prize, is awarded at MB Summits of Minds
to a start-up operating at the confluence of Nature and Tech. 

NATURE IS NOT "FREE", 
IT'S PRICELESS

Full Details Here
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
"Many thanks for convening what was arguably the most stimulating conference I’ve been to in the last few years. 
I enjoyed the discussions and just the close-knit bond between each of the participants. It really feels like a community."

"The calibre of panellists and delegates
was superb, and the whole event was
extraordinarily well curated."

"You have managed to create an atmosphere of trust, where our specific
trajectories are secondary to our underlying sense of shared humanity. I think
this is vital in this time of increasing polarization, and a true nourishment for
the soul. I’ve been inspired, and I leave the summit with new ideas, new
friends and new projects."

"Great congratulations to you for this wonderful Summit. 
Your Summit represents not only great ideas, but also a wholesome way of life,
connected with the outdoors and firmly rooted in human wellbeing."

"It is not that difficult to create an event with world class speakers. 
It is an entirely different matter to create an event and attract an outstanding audience. In the arts there is a saying:
every artist must create and educate his own audience. I think that is what you achieved, a rare thing it is, indeed."

“A brilliant and compelling concept – these informal gatherings of top
people in inspiring locations are always outstanding.”

"Congratulations on a very successful event. It has demonstrated that you are
leading the recovery of international conferencing in person. I really enjoyed the
discussion of highly interesting sessions and bilateral exchanges with friends, old
and new."

"I found the Summit fascinating. The focus on sustainability and climate
change was perfect - and I particularly liked the walking and talking…"



REACH HIGHER - GAIN PERSPECTIVE 

https://www.monthlybarometer.com/
https://www.monthlybarometer.com/


MAILING ADDRESS

219 Chemin de la Croix des Pècles
74400 Chamonix Mont-Blanc
France

EMAIL ADDRESS

thierry@monthlybarometer.com
maryanne@summitofminds.com
camille@monthlybarometer.com

CONTACT US

monthlybarometer.com

http://www.monthlybarometer.com/

